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KAZAN BIDS FAREWELL TO ITS THREE-WEEK FESTIVAL OF AQUATIC SPORTS
About 3,000 athletes in five sports,
14 age groups and 73 countries – it
all adds up to the Masters World
Championships. For competitors it’s
like a second youth, another chance
to compete for medals, stand on
the podium and hear their country’s
anthem. In Kazan, for the first time,
the Masters ran alongside the elite

championships so amateurs and
veterans could join the professionals
and enjoy the same international
celebration. The organisers in Kazan
did everything possible to raise this
year’s Masters to a new level.
“I’m sure this tournament will
surpass all its predecessors. Kazan
is a city with great culture and

tradition and will leave us with
unforgettable emotions in the
years to come,” said FINA president
Julio Maglione during the Masters
opening ceremony.
In this special edition the Herald
reflects on some of the highlights
of the 2015 FINA Masters World
Championships.
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In the diving and open water
swimming competitions, medals were
awarded to athletes finishing in the
top six places.

In the swimming events,
medals were awarded to
athletes finishing in the
top 10 places.

DIVING

MAKING A SPLASH

By Konstantin Sladkov, photo: Ramil Gilvanov

For the Masters divers, Kazan was a chance to shine. The event, held in
front of a sea of smiling faces, brought together dozens of devotees of
springboard and platform in an atmosphere of celebration.

A

t 10am a typical granddad,
complete with a long grey
beard, stands on the 1m
board. The appearance of India’s
Rajendrakumar Kahnpade prompts
a ripple of excitement in the crowd.
He dives, somersaults and splashes
into the water, completing his second
jump of the competition. Not bad,
especially considering he has no
access to training facilities at home.
Instead he studies from the official
FINA dive list and attempts them only
in Masters competition.
At first glance it might seem that
Kahnpade has knocked a couple of
decades off his age to compete in the
60-64 age group, but that doesn’t stop
the crowds enjoying his efforts. And
for the judges, appearances aren’t a
problem: everything here is done to the
same rules as professional competitions,
with each dive rated according to its
coefficient. For elite divers, the rankings
go as high as 4.5; for Masters the peak is
2.2. The judging is strict, but sympathetic.
The competition is friendly, with 73
participants supporting each other as
enthusiastically as they strive to outdo
their rivals.
The competition director Andrei
Beketov explains how he tries to keep
a smile on everyone’s face.
“Among the judges there’s a kind
of unwritten agreement that they

will be more forgiving of mistakes
for the older divers. Some of these
guys are pretty elderly. Maybe their
backs aren’t as straight as they used
to be, or their bellies stick out a bit,
but that’s not the point. They love
doing it; sport is in their blood.”

MEDALS FOR ALL

There are clear differences
between the levels of the different
athletes. Each age group has its own
leaders, guys like Bahamon from the
USA or Italy’s Leopardi. Maybe they’re
not quite as svelte as the 20-yearolds in the elite competitions, but
those wrinkles also speak of years
of training.
Each entrant attacks the dives
in turn but the places are allocated
strictly by age group. In several
of these there were only two
competitors, so each diver had at
least a silver medal even before the
competition started.
That was the case for Kahnpade.
He captivated the crowd from his
first dive and the audience followed
him as attentively as if it was Russia’s
Olympic Champion Ilya Zakharov. He
put on a real show, and had the fans
clutching their bellies with laughter
or with their hands on their heads
in fear. He dived like a dolphin.
He jumped facing forward, facing

backwards and even with a running
take-off. The only thing missing was a
dive from a handstand. The gold went
to Germany’s Alexander Ruhl, but this
time it was clear that silver was the
more precious metal.
“I’m just happy to be here,” said
Kahnpade after collecting his medal.
But he wasn’t about to admit to his
age.
“I have no age,” he said. “I’m a man
who lives outside all of that. My spirit
is young and that’s the most important
thing. Here I felt it was my day in the
sun. People really got behind me and
I tried to give everything I could in
return.
“I might be old, but I don’t just want
to sit in front of the TV. I still want to
travel and to learn new things. Luckily
my wife supports me in this, and she’s
here in Kazan with me.”
Yevgeniy Suprunov, from Ukraine,
has a long history at the highest
levels of the sport. He took part in
the Soviet Championships between
1972 and 1975 and that experience
helped him win gold in Kazan.
“Sport is like a drug,” Suprunov said.
“I’ve not missed a single Masters since
2005, but I’ve never seen an event
quite as good as this one. In Kazan it’s
set up to Olympic standards.”
Are you happy with your
performance?

“To be honest, not really. My
scores were lower than usual. I knew
that I would win gold because the
competition isn’t all that strong, but
I could have dived better. When I
was a pro, the 1m springboard was
just a warm-up event, but now it’s a
competition. I was considering one
further dive, a dive that only I can do,
but I didn’t want to risk that in the
last jump of the event.”
You’re in great shape!
“You think so? I weigh 88kg, and
it should be 82. I’m trying, of course.
Every day I exercise – jogging,
weights, and swimming as much as
possible. I only dive a couple of times
each month, but in the build up to
Kazan I was diving every week.”
What do you think of the
current diving scene?
“I try to follow it closely. The
Mexicans are getting better, but the
Chinese are still ahead of all the rest.
The Russians and Ukrainians have
some work to do before the Olympics.
Today people like to try crazy dives
with big coefficients. But I’m a great
believer that it’s better to do a simpler
dive and score nine points rather than
a difficult one for five.”
You don’t fancy having a go at
high diving?
“Are you crazy? I’ve got a twoyear-old daughter!”

LADIES IN FLIGHT

But the men’s contest had
nothing on the women’s. Many of
the male competitors seemed like
mere children compared with these
high-flying ladies. Diving at the age
of 80? No problem! As a spectacle,
it was every bit as thrilling as the
high diving.
Ibone Belausteguigoitia – her
name reflects her Basque roots – was
born in 1930 but had few fears about
diving from the 5m board. At first the
fans were shocked, but they were
quick to give this heroine a rousing
ovation.
“These days 10m is a bit too scary
for me,” Belausteguigoitia said. “Up
until my 60s I used to jump from
the top platform but now when I’m
climbing the stairs my heart starts
pounding. So I’m happy that in Kazan
I didn’t break anything! My family
really supports me. They worry a lot,
of course, but they try not to let it
show.”
Those warm embraces after
diving, and those precious moments
on the podium, are well worth all
the money spent and the distance
traveled. Sons and daughters, parents
and grandparents, all look a bit like
excited children around the campfire
looking forward to the holidays. They
will surely be back again.
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INTERVIEW

WHEN I SWIM, I FEEL ALIVE

By Konstantin Sladkov, photo: Ramil Gilvanov

The swimming competition was the biggest event at the World Masters in Kazan.
More than 1,800 people took part in 15 different age categories during a week of competition.
“I’ve won 13 medals at European
Championships but it was only here
in Kazan that I first became World
Champion!” Moscow’s Alexander
Bashmakov could not hide his delight
after winning gold. “This is my last
year in the 65-69 age group. Next
year I’ll be the youngster in the 7074 class. Hopefully I can win more
there.”
But even as he approaches his
70s, Alexander is a relative youngster
compared with those who are still
swimming well into their 90s. This
is what Masters competition is
all about – the smiles on people’s
faces and the recognition that not
everyone’s physical age matches the
numbers on their birth certificates.
This isn’t just a sports tournament;
it’s a state of mind.
Hungary’s Bela Banki Hovarth,
aged 95, set a new world record in
the 200m backstroke for his age
group. The previous record had stood
for an impressive 21 years. The crowd
applauded so powerfully that the
moment surely became one of the
most memorable in the athlete’s
long life.
“I never thought something like
this would happen to me,” said
Hovarth. “I didn’t even expect to
swim so well but the water was just
beautiful. I’ve set a new world record,
it’s a great achievement! My secret
is simple – eat properly, live life the
right way and, of course, do plenty
of sport. Every other day I swim 800
metres, and I do gymnastics as well.
Even if you’re no longer setting fast
times, you shouldn’t just give up. You
can keep up your sport as a hobby.
Like I always say: ‘As long as I’m
alive, I’ll swim, and when I swim I
feel alive.”
In the Aquatics Palace 490 medals
were handed out, and behind each
of those medals was another unique
story.
Few of those stories are quite as
dramatic as Mexico’s Michel Kun, a
silver medalist in the 85-89 years
100m backstroke.
“I had huge problems with my
spine and 15 years ago I had to
choose a wheelchair – they thought
I wouldn’t walk again,” he said.
“Thanks to swimming, I’m back to
my old self.
“At first I didn’t much like it, but
when I felt how it helped my back
I fell in love with the water.”

By Andy Potts

Welcoming
the world

For the Kasatka Masters
Swimming Club of Kazan,
this year is a great chance to
show off their sport.
With about 150 members the club,
named after the killer whale that
decorates its crest, is one of the biggest
participation sports organisations in the
city. Now, with aquatic sports coming
under the spotlight in Kazan like never
before, it’s a great chance to help boost
things still further.
“The championships here have
been inspirational – both the elite and
Masters events,” said Pavel Volkov, a keen
swimmer who also manages the club’s
website. “I’ve been encouraging everyone
I know to get along and watch what’s
happening and the people who went to
the arenas and watched the action have
really enjoyed it.”
Now the question is what happens
next. Will a tidal wave of interest in
aquatic sports translate into a new
generation of enthusiastic amateur
swimmers?
“We don’t know yet if we’ll be seeing
new members, we’ll have to wait and
see,” Volkov added. “This isn’t quite like
other sports clubs. We’ve deliberately
chosen to develop by welcoming anyone
who is interested. It’s not just for exsportsmen, we’re happy to see people
who only just started swimming.”
That’s why the club adopts the English
term ‘Masters’ in its name, rather than
the direct Russian translation ‘veterans’,
which would imply older swimmers with
previous professional experience. Kasatka
aims to help anyone and everyone boost
their sporting skills and enjoy a healthier
lifestyle in and out of the water.
Kazan’s championships have brought
big crowds to watch the action – and
not just to see the professional stars
jockeying for Olympic qualification. The
Masters events in the Aquatic Sports
Palace also have good crowds, with the
international swimming community
turning out in force to support each other
and experience a new host city.
For Kasatka, a club that relishes
sending swimmers around the world,
that’s both a boost and a cause for slight
regret.
“It’s good for us, of course,” Volkov
smiled. “We’re at home, we know our
surroundings and that maybe helps us
a little bit when we’re competing. But
at the same time we always like to see
somewhere new at the Masters. We’re
happy to welcome people here to Kazan
but we’re also looking forward to going
elsewhere for future events.”

WHAT THEY SAID

‘Swimming
teaches us
many good
values for
everyday life’

The Herald’s Aly Keita met up with
some of the Masters swimmers to
find out more about their stories and
their time in Kazan.
He spoke to Rob Frize (Ireland,
45-49 years), Bruno-Yves Fabregoule
(France, 45-49 years), Dan Phillips
(USA, 50-54 years and winner of the
400m IM in that category) and Nele
van Campfort (Belgium, 25-29 years),
as well as her Colombian boyfriend
Gustavo.

Are you looking to win medals here,
or is being part of the event more important?
Rob: Based on the qualifying times
I’m ranked between 12th and 20th. I’m
not going to win, but if I can improve
my placing and improve my times
then I’m quite happy. The Irish team
is doing well – we had two golds and
a silver on Tuesday and several fourth
or fifth places as well.

Bruno-Yves: I’m far from the top
swimmers so I just want to surpass
my own performances. My favourite
race is the 200 free because it’s more
tactical. You can’t start off too fast, you
have to control your efforts. The 400m
IM will be a challenge for me. It seems
very hard, but let’s see what happens.

Nele: Whatever level you swim at,
competition offers new challenges.
If I’m going to do a sport, I want to
keep getting better at it all the time.
I don’t think I could keep going with
my swimming if I had no goals to aim
for. Events like this are what I work
for every day.
Continued on page 4
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OPEN WATER
By Daria Turceva, photo: Ramil Gilvanov

BRAVING THE RIVER

The open water swimming saw 274 Masters take the plunge in Kazan

N

ot everyone is keen to dive into
the waters of the Kazanka –
especially when the water
temperature is a tepid 20C and the
wind is making a choppy surface for
swimmers to contend with.
But a pair of 80-somethings were
among the star turns as the World
Championships Masters braved the
open water swimming events.
If the standard Masters distance
of 3km is somewhat shorter than the
races for the elite athletes here, it’s still
a serious test – especially for amateur
and veteran swimmers – and for many
participants it was also a warm-up
for the pool swimming events that
followed.
Igor Brovin, the oldest swimmer, is
not daunted by the conditions in Kazan.
“I’m 83 years old, you can’t scare me
with a bit of cold water!” he laughed.
“Since we can’t heat it up, we’ll have to
swim to keep warm instead.”
He’s a regular on the veteran
swimming scene and last year’s best
performance saw him clock 3km in 44
minutes. In Kazan he was hoping to at
least match that, although in the event
he finished in 1:09.08.1.
He had competition in his age
group, with fellow Russian Stanislav
Viazovskii – a mere youngster at 80 –
joining in and taking the gold. A third
contestant, from Spain, did not start.

Swimmers are less concerned
with medals, focusing instead on the
Olympian ideal that it’s the taking part
that counts.
Another Russian, Eduard Bersenev
explains: “Medals do not matter for
me. The main thing is being here,
participating and communicating. It is
the highlight of the year, until the next
competition when we go to England.”
Open water swimming doesn’t
have the comfortable environment
of an indoor pool. Swimmers must
battle the elements as well as their
opponents and if anything goes wrong
there is no wall to lean against while
help comes. But that didn’t deter the
female competitors from taking on the
course. American twins Sarah and Mary
Holman took silver and bronze in the
25-29-year-old race, coming in behind
Germany’s Jenny Wachsmuth.
“There were small waves, but in
general everything was fine,” said
Wachsmuth. “Last year I won in the
swimming championships in Montreal
but I couldn’t do the open water
because they were at the same time.
Here the organisation is much better
so I’m hoping to win a medal in the
pool as well.”
The men’s race in this age group
was one of the closest contests with
only a few seconds separating Russia’s
Vladimir Malgin and Alexander Shimin.

They sandwiched silver medalist
Thibaut le Dalour from Luxembourg.
Malgin was inspired to boost his
performance for a competition in home
waters. “As soon as I found out that the
championships would be in Russia, I
started to train immediately, twice a
day, in mornings and evenings,” he said.
And his bronze medal had a musical
theme: singing as he swam helped him
to make the podium. He got through
about 15 songs during the race –
everything from hip-hop to classics –
and only focused on a medal when the
finish was in sight.
“I was singing to distract myself
from pain and cold,” he said. “If I started
hurting, I swam and sang.”
Open water swimming is the
second most extreme aquatic sport
after high diving. That’s why the
emergency services keep a watchful
eye on proceedings. Their frogmen
were impressed with the performance
of the veterans.
“In the Elite competition 12
athletes of the 53 who entered the
25km race withdrew before the end,”
said Tatarstan’s Deputy Minister for
Emergency Services Ilham Nasibullin.
“In the Masters event, where the oldest
swimmers were in their 80s, we had
274 people attempting 3km. Only four
of them couldn’t finish the race – it’s
a great sign.”

WHAT THEY SAID

What
does your
swimming
mean to you?
Cont. from page 3

Nele: Swimming gives me an identity, I feel that
I am a swimmer. Usually I train two or three
times a week, but for the last three months
I’ve been going six times a week. Sometimes
it’s hard for friends to understand, there are a
lot of sacrifices.
Gustavo: Watching Nele’s first race here, I was
so proud. I sat in the stand with a Belgian flag,
cheering so hard for her. It’s an unbelievable
feeling – I followed all her preparations over the
last year.

Bruno-Yves: Swimming brings balance to my life.
You learn many things thanks to this sport: patience
to achieve results, perseverance because you need
to work hard to achieve your goals. These are good
values for your daily life as well. I’m encouraging
my children to swim to give them a good basis in
their own lives.
Dan: I was out of swimming for maybe 30 years
and when I got back into it, I guess I was a little bit
wiser. I didn’t put so much pressure on myself and
just had fun. I’m 52 years old and when I look at my

friends in their 50s, a lot of them are starting to let
themselves go. This is a great way to avoid that.
Rob: It’s inspiring when you look at the 90+ age
groups and see how people can keep going - even
though they do say that when you get to 95 they
give you a medal just for turning up! The great thing
about it is that you are swimming with people of
the same age and there’s always someone at your
kind of level. You’re never too far behind, or too
far ahead. People make you feel at home and it’s
great for keeping fit.
Continued on page 6
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Five silhouettes within
the logo represent the
five disciplines in the
competition programs.

The logo for the 2015 edition is similar to the logo
for the elite event but the choice of a burgundy colour
– associated with fine, mature wines – reflects the
wisdom and experience inherent in veterans of sport.
WATER POLO

FACES OF THE MASTERS

A legacy of
Masters past

By Andy Potts

Masters sport – and especially
hosting the FINA championships –
is all about boosting participation at
all levels.

I

WATER POLO STARS CELEBRATE
TOP CLASS COMPETITION
The Masters players in Kazan picked up their medals and
praised the staging of a successful tournament

By Artem Kuznetsov, photo: Rinat Nazmetdinov

s usual in a Masters tournament the
teams competed in age categories. The
youngest winners were in the men’s 3034 age groups, while the oldest came from the
65+ section.
However, there were some exceptions to
this rule. In the women’s tournament there
were only three teams, and they were all in
different age groups. As a result the organisers
opted not to award three sets of medals but to
put the three teams into a single competition.
The men mustered 30 teams in total, and the
tournament lasted a full seven days.
The first gold medal games were played
yesterday. It was an early start in the youngest
age group as Kazakhstan’s Astana Club Masters
took on the Russian Beavers at the Olymp sport

The final score was 9-3 and Dynamo Masters
claimed Russia’s first gold medal in the Masters
water polo competition.
One further final was played at Olymp on
Saturday, with Poseidon Hamburg facing H2O
Polo from Slovakia for the gold medal in the
oldest age group, 65+ years.
The players themselves rated the Germans
as the favourites for this one, but the Slovaks
ended up on top. At the start of the fourth
period the score was tied at 4-4 but the final
stages of the game saw H2O get ahead and
claim an 8-6 win.
Today sees the end of the water polo
tournament. The women’s competition reaches
its final and the men’s 40+ and 45+ prizes will
be decided.

A

complex. The Kazakhs won it 8-4, cashing in on
a comfortable lead established in the first period
when they scored four unanswered goals. The
Russians tried to catch up, but in vain.
A few hours later the same pool welcomed
another Russian team to another final. Dynamo
Masters, a Kazan team, earned their place in
the 50+ final with a 23-4 win over a team from
Uzbekistan. They were going for gold against
Italy’s Europa Sporting Association, who beat
Old Fellows from Brazil in the semi.
The grand final began with the local heroes
on the attack. They found the target twice in
the first quarter, only to see their rivals peg
them back in the second. But in the second half
Dynamo took complete command, delighting
the packed stands as they forged ahead.

WHAT THEY SAID

Ilkham Nasibullin, triple
Russian water polo champion, Dynamo Masters:

Evgeny Grishin,
Olympic champion from 1980,
Dynamo Masters:

“We’re really happy and I hope
the fans are too. Back in Soviet
times our players were part of great
national teams. We have Olympic
champions, masters of sport,
famous names. I’d be happy to line
up with these guys in any battle.
“All of our opponents in this
championship settled in well and
showed their skills. Every team we
faced demanded our full respect.
The Italians were a tough nut to
crack in the final, and the Brazilians
were hard to beat as well.”

“We were a bit nervy in the first period,
we couldn’t get going and then we started to
roar. Of course, with our strength in depth we
could change all six players. And in the end
we took advantage, not least because of our
physical fitness.
“I’ve played at a lot of World Championships,
not just Masters, playing for the USSR. But I
don’t remember an event as great as this. The
facilities are incredible. We’ve been all over the
world, to America and Australia, and not found
anything as good as this. And the organisation
was more like the Olympics – not just for the
Masters, but the whole World Championships.”

Stefano Tuderti,
Europa Sporting Assocation
“This was a great event for me. The organization was
really good. It was my first time in Kazan, but I really like the
city. It’s cool. I don’t think there was all that much difference
between the elite championships and the Masters. From what
I could see it was only that the athletes were faster and the
crowds were bigger.”

Paolo Romano,
coach, Europa Sporting Assocation
“That was our best performance but the Russian team
was too strong for us. It was a fair result. Apart from this
we have three other teams here and one of them has a final
on Sunday. We’re really looking forward to competing at
the next Masters in Budapest.”

f the elite events are dominated by the
awesome prowess of the finest athletes in
the world, Masters tournaments give a chance
for anyone and everyone to take part.
And staging the show is a great way to develop new opportunities and leave a lasting sporting
legacy in the host city.
Just ask the Perth Cockatoos water polo team,
competing in the men’s 65+ category here in Kazan. The city in Western Australia hosted the 2008
FINA Masters and the experience was such a success that they formed a team to compete around
the world in future events.
“After we hosted the Masters in 2008, ourselves
and the senior women in the area formed the Cockatoos and the Pink Pointers,” said Terry Mulligan, a
defender with the team.
“It was difficult to get the Perth Masters organized but we had a lot of help from Tom Hoad, who
was working in sports development for our state
government at that time. He’s a legend in water
polo, the most successful coach Australia’s ever
had, so there was a lot of emphasis on his sports.
“At the championships a lot of the volunteers
were drawn from the water polo and swimming
clubs. At that time we had a lot of water polo players in the lower grade teams so we decided to scrap
the lowest grade and set up a Masters competition.
Back then we had just the one ladies team and a
couple of 50+ and 55+ teams. That was the nucleus, and it evolved from there.”
Now they have about eight teams in the local
league – the women competing against the older men to keep the numbers even. Those teams
supply players for the Cockatoos, who fly the flag
for Perth and Australia at international events on
a regular basis.
It helps that many of the players are retired or
semi-retired, giving them the free time to travel to
destinations like Kazan, while the money is usually raised by the teams themselves. “Australia’s a
pretty wealthy country so even if people are retired they can afford a trip like this every couple of
years,” Mulligan added.
The Kazan experience has been hard work in the
pool – after three group stage games the Cockatoos managed just one point from a 4-4 tie against
SV Cannstadt – but the team has thoroughly enjoyed being in Russia.
“It’s a lovely place, everything’s well organized
and the people are amazingly friendly,” Mulligan
added.
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SYNCHRONISED SWIMMING

BATHING IN THE ELIXIR
OF YOUTH

by Daria Turceva, photos Rinat Nazmetdinov

The most graceful sport inspires all ages

synchronised swimming, because it
needs gymnastics and acrobatics as
well, but anyone can start with water
aerobics and move on to swimming.
Start by training for 30 minutes a day,
and gradually build it up to an hour.”
She also says it helps her patients
stay young.

DAY 3: GROUPS AND COMBI

In this event it’s clear how
much different countries love their
synchronised swimming. It’s fairly easy
to compete as a soloist – you can do
everything by yourself. It’s a bit harder
to compete in pairs, because of the
need to find a partner.
And it’s even harder to compete in
the group competition, with a team of
eight, or in a 10-strong combi. It takes
a lot of time and effort to put together
this kind of team.

DAY 1. SOLO

Many of the Masters in the
synchronised swimming competition
are more than 50 years old, but they
still resemble athletes from the
national teams participating in the
elite championships. For them, water
is the fountain of youth and neither
body nor soul ages thanks to the
hours they spend immersed in the
pool. After watching the performance
of Olga Milenina, the oldest entrant
aged 74, it would be easy to believe
that the pool really is filled with the
water of life.
“Every day I start with a work-out.
Sometimes I have to force myself,
some days it’s easy to get going,” she
said. “It takes strong willpower. Some
people are lazy and don’t want to
take care of themselves.”
There was a warm ovation from
the crowd as each swimmer – and
her age group – was announced.

But there was special acclaim for
America’s LoriBeth Crawford, whose
magnificent physique would not have
been out of place in Hollywood.
“I like synchronised swimming,
I like water. I love the FINA World
Championships, and I’m glad to be
here in Russia,” said LoriBeth. “I‘ve
already been to the high diving
competitions and visited the Kremlin.
I’m so excited about that!“

DAY 2: DUETS

On the second day of the
championships there were six duets
competing for medals in four age
categories. There were two couples
from the UK and one from Belgium
in the biggest competition, the 5059 years age group.
The other age groups had just one
pair each – a German couple in the
40-49 years group, a Russian duo
in their 30s and a Japanese team in

Only Great Britain and Switzerland
could find enough swimmers for these
events, and each team took gold in its
respective age groups.
“We’ve been doing synchro since
childhood and we’ve been on the team
for five years. This is our third time at
a Masters World Championships, we
also went to Italy and to Montreal. But
Kazan is special for us because it’s the
first time we won a gold medal,” said
the team from Switzerland.
Throughout the competition the
judges offered no concessions just
because it was an amateur contest.
Moreover, many of the judges were
noted athletes in their own right – for
example Olga Brusnikina assessed the
Combi – and they know perfectly well
what is needed for victory and how best
to mark the performers fairly according
to the complexity of their routines.

the 25-29 years section. This means
that every entrant was guaranteed
a medal.
“We are here because we want to
show people how beautiful our sport
is,” coach Hiroshi Omigawa explained.
“We want to see professional athletes
continue with their sports even after
retirement, for their own pleasure
and for the pleasure of their fans.”
Larisa Titova and Snezhana
Nikandrova represented Russia. The
swimmers live in Gatchina, near St.
Petersburg. Larisa works in the local
authority where she helps to develop
sporting opportunities for children
while Snezhana is a neurologist. She
advises all her patients to swim.
“Things like running, aerobics, step
aerobics all put a big strain on the
joints but when we are in the water
our joints are not stressed,” she said.
“All the muscle groups get a work out.
“Maybe not everyone can do

WHAT THEY SAID
cont. from page 4

HOW POPULAR IS MASTERS
SWIMMING IN YOUR COUNTRY?

Bruno-Yves: I swim with DRP Romans, in the
Drôme region of France. Unfortunately we have
training in a 25m pool but we get good results in
the youth categories. One of our swimmers will be
in the Elite category next year and we are proud
to help train talented youngsters.
Gustavo: I live in the city of Armenia, Colombia.
It’s inland, so swimming isn’t so big for us. But I
think our country should give more support to
swimming. I’ve met two Colombians who are

here for the Masters and they said it was difficult
to get over here. Financially it was tough for them.
Dan: I took quite a break from swimming
but we have lots of people who have competed
at a high level and continued from there. In the
club where I train [Puget Sound Masters] we
have three or four national team members from
different countries – places like Sweden and
Brazil. We learn a lot from them. We even have
two Olympic medalists who train with us. They
lead the work-outs and everyone enjoys being
a part of that.

HOW ARE YOU ENJOYING BEING IN
RUSSIA?

Rob: I’ve heard there are a lot of Irish bars here
in Kazan but we’ve not been out to find them yet.
Kazan looks like a really nice city. We took the long
way round on the bus back to the Athletes’ Village
and saw the Kremlin and some of the town centre.
It’s really pretty and organisation for the event has
been brilliant.
Bruno-Yves: I didn’t know what to expect from
Russian people before I came here, but everyone is
really welcoming. If you can’t speak Russian they

are happy to help you. I will go back to France with
good memories.
Nele: We want to see Kazan but after the
competition we are taking the famous TransSiberian train to Moscow – we’ve been dreaming
about that for so long. Before our visas expire we
want to go up to St. Petersburg as well. We want to
see as much as possible while we are here.
Dan: I really like the overlap with the Elite
championships and I hope we can do that again.
I happened to meet [British elite swimmer] Ross
Murdoch and talked with him. What a nice guy!
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699 medals were awarded, including:
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80 for diving
80 for water polo
490 for swimming
28 for open water
swimming
21 for synchronised swimming
VOLUNTEERS
By Daria Turceva, photo: Rinat Nazmetdinov

VETERAN VOLUNTEERS

It’s not just the Masters athletes who bring a wealth of
experience to their sports – 60 of the 1,000 volunteers at the
event were also more than 50 years old. The Herald found
out why they signed up for a hectic schedule helping the
championships go without a hitch.

W

atching TV and gossiping with the neighbours
is not for these veteran volunteers. Instead
they’ve decided to take the chance to see
for themselves everything that’s happening at the
Championships instead of relying on catching the
highlights at home. As well as enjoying the sporting
action, they’re also getting to meet new friends from all
over the world.
“Silver” volunteers have enormous experience at events
like this. Almost all of them began their volunteering
career at the 2013 Universiade in Kazan. Many of them
also took part in the World Athletics Championships in
Moscow later that year, or the Olympics and Paralympics
in Sochi in 2014. Clara Urazalieva, 65, got involved thanks
to Universiade. “I came to enroll in Tatar language
classes and my classmates encouraged me to join in and
volunteer. I never thought it would be so much fun, or
that I’d be so interested in it,” she said.
“We have girls who are 70, 75, even 77 years old! We’ve
all decided to keep up an active lifestyle because just
sitting at home and doing the housework is no fun. I
want to stay as young as possible for as long as possible,”
Clara added.
Clara has a lot of badges of volunteer accreditations,
some of them are from competitions where she used
to work, others come from athletes and volunteers
from other countries. Sharing these badges is another
volunteering tradition.
“If it wasn’t for volunteering, how would I ever go to
the Olympics or the World Championship? Would I ever
see Usain Bolt and Elena Isenbaeva and all those other
top stars? Before I retired my life was pretty quiet, so I’m
really excited to be part of these events,” Clara added.
There are no concessions for the older volunteers:
Clara’s shift runs from 6:30 am to 11 am, but at times she
can be working 10 hours a day.

2639

A

athletes

from

73 countries

took part in the Masters
World Championships
Diving -

73

Open water swimming -

Swimming -

274

1929

Synchronised swimming -

“I’m on my feet all day long, explaining something to
people, making suggestions, answering questions. I don’t
really notice the time,” she smiled.
Clara greatly admires and respects the Masters
athletes. She was deeply impressed with a 94-year-old
from South Africa who won three golds in her age group.
But she’s not confident she can compete with them next
time. Instead she’s going to focus on her hobby, Nordic
Walking, and carry on with that in her spare time once
the World Championships are over.

Water polo -

35

418
(3 women’s teams
and 30 men’s)

* Some athletes took part in more than one sport, for example swimmers
who competed in the open water and pool events.

PHOTOFACT
lexei Kuznetsov from Astrakhan has been busy in Kazan.
Throughout the three weeks
of the FINA World Championships
and the Masters he has been photographed by almost as many people as
the world champions. And it’s all to do
with his huge medal.
“If I’m coming to cheer for Russia I
want people to notice me,” Alexei said.
“I did the same thing at the Olympics
in Sochi and it caused quite a stir. Everyone wanted a photo with me. Here
in Kazan my son and I have been just
as popular.”
It took a month to prepare the
monster medal. They needed to make
it as realistic as possible. That means
getting the right foil, stitching it all together and gluing it in place. The medal even lights up at night. During the
championships fans from 57 different countries joined Alexei for photographs. Now he’s planning to make
a big cup in time for the 2018 FIFA
World Cup.

(*)

WHAT THEY SAID
Photo: Konstantin Sladkov

Michel Kun (MEX),
50m back, 85-89 years,
silver medal
This medal means a lot for me.
I came here from Mexico with
my granddaughter. It was a very
expensive trip for us because I don’t
have a big pension. But I’m glad to
be here. I’ve always been into sport
– in 1968 I competed in the sailing
at the Mexico Olympics and I’ve also
done mountaineering, surfing and
sports aviation – and competing is
in my blood.
When I see my granddaughter’s
pride in my achievements, it’s like
immortality. This is something she’ll
remember all her life, long after I’m
gone. For me, immortality is to leave
something of yourself in the minds
of others.
That’s why being here is priceless.
So many older people start to feel
that they cannot do anything useful
but sports are a great way of giving
you more self esteem.
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MASTERS
IN PHOTOS
Photo: Ramil Gilvanov, Rinat Nazmetdinov

A final farewell from the fanzone
The Closing Ceremony takes place this evening in the FINA
Water World Park.

T

he organisers promise another colourful spectacle with plenty of
surprises before the final firework display. Several of Kazan’s and
Tatarstan’s top performers will be on stage to run down the curtain
on the Masters World Championships, including the ‘Sharm’ theatre, various
gymnasts and acrobats and popular Kazan rock band Progulshchiki.
The headline act is well-known Russian pop group Ivanushki International.
Entrance to the park is free. The closing ceremony starts at 7pm and finishes
with a firework display at 9pm.
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